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Text Structure Third person narrative

Themes & Ideas Making new friends

Language & 
Literary Features

Dialogue, illustrations provide clues to 
comprehension

Sentence 
Complexity

Simple sentences

Vocabulary drawer, dryer, tunnel, friend, wonders, 
worry, nervous, brave

Special 
Vocabulary

picture clues, friendship

Illustrations Cartoon-like drawings 

Story Summary
Little Sock ventures beyond the dryer into the 
magical world of Sock City. Little Sock loves Sock 
City, but finds that it can sometimes be lonely without 
a friend. Little Sock takes a chance a makes a new 
friend.

Lesson Focus
Making a Friend

Activity Ideas
Drawing and Matching
Draw pictures of Little Sock based on the emotions 
that Little Sock feels:

 ● Little Sock wonders. 
 ● Little Sock worries. 
 ● Little Sock is nervous. 
 ● Little Sock is brave. 

Sock Puppets
Make two sock puppets and retell the story. 

Chart
Create a chart on how to make new friends.

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

Little Sock Makes a Friend
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Book Chat
NAME

What is Little Sock Makes a Friend about?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Tell about a time you made a new friend.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some things you do to be a good friend?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What are some things you like to do with a friend?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Tell how you would introduce yourself to a new friend.  
What do you want the new friend to know about you?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Little Sock loves to visit Sock City—but sometimes, he gets a bit 
lonely. Will he be able to find a new friend?

Discuss the story and write your 
answers together.

Little Sock Makes a Friend
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Vooks Pause & Ponder
Pause at the indicated time 

stamps and discuss the story

0:41

1:13

1:22

3:19

2:03

3:39

4:27

2:28

What do you think Little Sock’s secret is?

Who do you think lives in Sock City?

What are some of the fun things to do in Sock City?

What kinds of things do you do when you need to be brave?

How does Little Sock feel here? What clues did you use?

How does Little Sock feel here? What clues did you use?

Where is Little Sock going? What clues did you use?

How does Little Sock feel here? What clues did you use?

After viewing the Book:

1. What are some things you like to do by yourself?   

2. What are some things you like to do with a friend?

Little Sock Makes a Friend
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NAMEDrawing and Writing
Draw a picture and write a story about an adventure that Little Sock 
and his new friend have.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ .
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What are 3  
ways you show 
you are kind?

What are 3  
ways you show 

you are friendly?

Friend Dice

What would 
you do if you 
saw someone 

sitting alone at 
lunch?

What would 
 you do if you 

saw someone fall 
down?

What would you  
do if you saw 
someone who  

was afraid?

  What would you 
do if you saw 

someone being 
bullied?

How to play
1. Cut the pattern out, fold on 

the solid lines and add glue 
to the angled tabs. Fold into 
a cube and let it dry.

2. Roll the dice.

3. Answer the question that is 
face up.
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NAMEGood Friend Do’s and Do Not’s

Circle what a good friend does in blue. Cross out what a 
good friend does not do in red.

treats you 
in a nice 

and polite 
way

cares about 

you

cares only about themselves
listens to 

you

makes fun 
of you

tells your secrets to other people

helps you 

with
 your 

problems

shouts at 
you when 
you make 
a mistake

takes your things without permission

shares with you




